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Abstract The aim of this paper is to present a method1

for assessing joint angles in a human hand: a method2

suitable for the calibration of an instrumented glove.3

The method is based on an optical tracking device and4

an inverse-kinematic model of the human hand. It5

requires only one reflective marker to be attached to6

each finger and three on the dorsal aspect of the hand7

in order to assess angles in finger joints. A further three8

markers are needed to calculate angles in thumb joints.9

Joint angles assessed through inverse kinematics and10

with the calibrated glove were validated against ref-11

erence angles calculated from the centers of rotation12

of the joints while measuring the finger movements13

with multiple markers. In fingers, the mean difference14

between the reference angles and the angles assessed15

by the glove did not exceed ±7◦ when the proposed16

model-based method was used to calibrate the glove.17

For the thumb the mean error did not exceed ±5◦ when18

the reference method was used to calibrate the glove.19

Keywords Finger joint angles · Kinematic model of20

the hand · Instrumented glove · Calibration21
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MCP Metacarpophalangeal joint

PIP Proximal interphalangeal joint

DIP Distal interphalangeal joint

CMC carpometacarpal joint

IP Interphalangeal joint

CoR Center(s) of rotation

f-e Flexion–extension

ab-ad Abduction–adduction

24

1 Introduction 25

The human hand is a versatile system with 25 degrees of 26

freedom [15]. The incredible adaptability of the human 27

hand to specific requirements raises the question of how 28

the joints are controlled in order to perform so many 29

different tasks. In contrast to many studies related to 30

the control of joints of multi-fingered robotic grippers 31

[3,17,14], studies related to the task-oriented control of 32

joints in a human hand are scarce because a generally 33

accepted approach for accurate noninvasive assessment 34

of hand kinematics is not available. 35

The aim of this paper is to propose a method based 36

on an optical tracking system and an inverse-kinematic 37

model of the human hand that calculates joint angles in 38

thumb and fingers from the positions of a small num- 39

ber of reflective markers attached to the surface of the 40

hand. The method will be applied to the calibration of 41

an instrumented glove, which is intended to be used as a 42

complementary system overcoming the main drawback 43

of the optical tracking system — occlusion of markers 44
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during manipulative tasks. The proposed method and45

the calibrated glove will be compared with reference46

methods [23,6,16] that require a larger set of markers47

in order to assess angles in thumb and finger joints.48

Optical tracking is a well-established technique [12]49

that does not hinder the movement of the human body50

as for instance exoskeletons. It enables the measure-51

ment of body kinematics by tracking reflective markers52

placed over bony landmarks. Because of its accuracy,53

the method can be considered as a reference for recon-54

struction of kinematics. The body’s kinematics are mod-55

eled by rigid bodies linked with joints. In general, three56

noncollinear markers have to be attached to each rigid57

body to reconstruct its motion in 3D.58

The difficulty in capturing hand kinematics origi-59

nates from the relatively large number of degrees of60

freedom concentrated in a very small place [16]. This61

problem can be to some extent reduced by consid-62

ering the characteristic patterns of finger motion, so63

that fewer markers can be used. Skin artifacts that are64

large compared with the distances between markers65

can make the reconstruction of a frame attached to a66

phalange even more difficult. In addition, the range of67

motion of some joints is very small.68

Another drawback of optical tracking is the occlu-69

sion of markers. This deficiency becomes even more70

obvious with a large number of markers and is the main71

reason why optical tracking systems are not widely72

used for the assessment of hand kinematics. In mag-73

netic tracking systems there is no problem with occlu-74

sion, but in currently available commercial systems75

markers are too big to be attached appropriately to fin-76

gers or else only the use of a small number (usually77

one or two) of markers is supported. There is also a78

problem of interference from the environment in some79

magnetic tracking systems.80

Finger kinematics can also be assessed by instru-81

mented gloves, which have been used in many experi-82

ments [19]. However, in most cases the raw data from83

the gloves were used. For instance, in one study an84

instrumented glove was used when analyzing grasp-85

ing sequences by hidden Markov models [2]. A sim-86

ilar problem was solved elsewhere with fuzzy-logic87

decision functions [1]. In such experiments where a88

glove is used, significant effort is devoted to compen-89

sating for the offset in the raw response, which occurs90

when the bend sensors are fully extended. This off-91

set is not repeatable for different attachments, not even92

when used with the same hand. By carrying out a set93

of specific hand movements, an estimate of offset can 94

be provided and the active range of analog-to-digital 95

converters established. For a hand with a known range 96

of finger-joint motions, rough estimates of the time 97

courses of joint angles could be obtained [20] if the 98

responses of the bend sensors were linear. We are not 99

aware of any article comparing angles in finger joints 100

assessed using an instrumented glove with the angles 101

obtained by using a reliable reference method. Glove 102

repeatability was studied by Dipietro et al. [8], where 103

errors related to donning and doffing were analyzed, al- 104

though only for specific postures. In another study [22], 105

a glove mounted on an artificial hand was calibrated. 106

This study provided a good estimate of the glove accu- 107

racy; but because a model, instead of a real human hand, 108

was used in the experiment, some errors such as skin 109

movement artifacts were not taken into account. It is 110

also important to note that this approach could not be 111

used for calibration of a glove in human applications 112

where the kinematics of hands with diverse properties 113

are to be assessed. 114

The paper begins by presenting a kinematic model of 115

the human hand, which can be scaled according to the 116

hand’s external dimensions. In the sections that follow, 117

methods are presented for assessing angles in finger 118

joints through inverse kinematics and from the centers 119

of rotation (CoR) of joints. Both methods are applied 120

to the calibration of an instrumented glove. Finally, the 121

angles assessed through the use of inverse kinematics 122

and with the calibrated glove are compared with the 123

reference angles calculated from the CoR of joints. 124

2 Methods 125

2.1 Kinematic model of the hand 126

Finger and thumb kinematics were described with 127

Denavit–Hartenberg notation (D-H) [7]. The coordi- 128

nate frames placed according to the rules stated by D-H 129

are presented in Fig. 1. The z-axis of a frame attached 130

to the wrist is aligned with the middle finger. 131

Four degrees of freedom (DOF) are used to describe 132

each finger [21]: two for the metacarpophalangeal joint 133

(MCP), flexion–extension (f-e) and abduction– 134

adduction (ab-ad); and two for the proximal interpha- 135

langeal (PIP) and the distal interphalangeal (DIP) joint 136

f-e. It has been shown that five DOF are necessary to 137

model key kinematic features of the human thumb [5]. 138
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Fig. 1 Finger joints used in a kinematic model of a finger and

the thumb

Table 1 Denavit–Hartenberg parameters for the hand model

Thumb (i = 1)

� d a α

�i1 0 0 −π/2

�i2 + π/2 + ǫi2 0 0 −π/2

�i3 −P Ji3 0 −π/2 − αi3

�i4 + π/2 0 −P Ji4 0

�i5 + π 0 L i5 0

Fingers (i = 2, 3, 4, 5)

�i1 0 0 −π/2

�i2 0 P Ji2 0

�i3 0 P Ji3 0

�i4 0 L i4 0

However, the axes of rotation in the thumb are neither139

perpendicular nor parallel and are nonintersecting. Our140

model of the thumb comprises a universal joint and two141

hinge joints. The first two DOF represent f-e and ab-ad142

of the carpometacarpal (CMC) joint; the third DOF143

enables fingerpad opposition; while the remaining two144

DOF represent f-e of the MCP and interphalangeal (IP)145

joints.146

The D-H parameters are collected in Table 1. In the147

case of fingers, parameters P Ji2 (i = 2, 3, 4, 5) denote148

the distances from the i th MCP joint to the PIP joint,149

P Ji3 the distance from the PIP to the DIP joint, and150

L i4 the length of the i th distal phalanx. In the thumb151

(i = 1), P Ji3 denotes the distance from the CMC joint152

to the MCP joint, P Ji4 the distance from the MCP to153

the IP joint and L i5 the length of the distal phalanx.154

Parameters αi2 and ǫi3 define the initial configuration155

of the thumb at �i1, . . . , �i5 = 0. The initial configu-156

ration of the hand corresponds to the hand flat with the157

sides of fingers touching and with the fully abducted158

thumb.159

The capitate bone was selected as the origin of the 160

hand model. The base frame j = 0 of the i th fin- 161

ger (i = 2, 3, 4, 5) was attached to the CoR of the i th 162

MCP joint. The transformation from the origin of the 163

hand model to the i th finger base is described within 164

Eq. 1. P Ji1x and P Ji1z denote the position of the i th 165

MCP joint relative to the wrist frame, while si and ci 166

denote the trigonometric functions sin ϕi and cos ϕi , 167

where ϕ1 = −π/2 and ϕ2 = π . 168

Tw0i =









1 0 0 P Ji1x

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 P Ji1z

0 0 0 1

















c1 0 s1 0

0 1 0 0

−s1 0 c1 0

0 0 0 1

















1 0 0 0

0 c2 −s2 0

0 s2 c2 0

0 0 0 1









169

(1) 170

The base of the thumb was positioned to the CoR of 171

the CMC joint. F-e and ab-ad axes of the CMC joint 172

were determined according to Ref. [13] as follows. The 173

f-e axis was defined as passing through the CMC joint 174

and a point translated along the yw axis (Fig. 1) for 175

20 mm from the MCP joint of the ring finger. The ab-ad 176

axis of the CMC joint was defined as being normal to 177

the plane defined by the thumb metacarpal bone in the 178

neutral position and the f-e axis of the CMC joint. 179

The main advantage of the proposed model over 180

existing models described in the literature is its scaling 181

according to the external dimensions of the human hand 182

(its length and width) through scaling factors known 183

from statistical anthropometry [4]. The hand length was 184

measured on the palmar aspect of the hand from the dis- 185

tal crease at the wrist to the tip of the middle finger. The 186

palm width was measured from the edge of the hand 187

on one side, across the palm, to the edge of the hand at 188

the level of MCP joints on the other side, with fingers 189

parallel and fully extended. The hand length and width 190

of the subject who took part in this study were 204 and 191

90 mm, respectively. 192

2.2 Measurement set-up 193

A motion tracking system (OptoTrak®, Northern Digi- 194

tal Inc.) was used to validate kinematic parameters and 195

to calibrate an instrumented glove (DataGlove® Ultra 196

Series, 5DT Inc., 14 DOF). OptoTrak can accurately 197

measure the three-dimensional position of infrared 198

markers placed in front of the system of three cam- 199

eras, with an accuracy of 0.1 mm. The relative positions 200

and orientations of the cameras are fixed, so the exact 201
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coordinates of each marker can be calculated from the202

known geometry of the camera set-up. The system is203

calibrated before each measurement session with the204

help of a calibration plate having eight embedded mark-205

ers. The position and orientation of the plate placed in206

front of the cameras define the coordinate system in207

which marker positions are expressed.208

A DataGlove has 14 fiber-optic bend sensors that209

measure f-e angles in the MCP and PIP joints as well210

as ab-ad angles between fingers. Two sensors are used211

to measure f-e angles of the thumb IP and CMC joints,212

while one sensor measures the ab-ad angle of the thumb.213

The system interfaces with the computer via a USB214

port. It features a 12-bit analog-digital converter, but the215

resolution of the optical bend sensors is much smaller,216

typically below 10 bits.217

Thumb, index, and middle-finger kinematics of one218

subject, free from musculoskeletal disorders, were con-219

sidered. Two sets of cameras facing in opposite direc-220

tions were used in the investigation. Infrared markers221

were attached to the anatomical landmarks of the CMC,222

MCP, PIP, DIP, and IP joints of thumb, index, and mid-223

dle finger and on the fingertips, as presented in Fig. 2.224

One marker was attached above the capitate bone. The225

data from the motion tracking system and instrumented226

glove were recorded simultaneously at a sampling rate227

of 60 Hz.228

2.3 A reference method for assessing angles in finger229

joints230

Joint angles estimated from the CoR of joints can be231

considered as the gold standard in noninvasive assess-232

Fig. 2 Measurement set-up: instrumented glove and infrared

markers attached to anatomical landmarks above the CMC, MCP,

PIP, DIP, and IP joints, to the capitate bone, and on the fingertips

ment. General methods used to determine axes of rota- 233

tion and CoR of joints of lower or upper extremities [9, 234

10] are not appropriate for fingers. Satisfactory results 235

can be obtained when markers are separated as far as 236

possible from each other. This can be achieved by using 237

a small set of markers. The 3D-parameter estimation 238

problem for the PIP and DIP joints was simplified to a 239

2D problem as proposed in Refs. [23] and [16] and pre- 240

sented in Fig. 3a. The same approach was also used to 241

estimate the CoR of the MCP and IP joints of the thumb. 242

In this way, we obtained a planar solution, defined by 243

markers mPIP, mDIP, and mFT, which were attached 244

above the PIP and DIP joints and on the fingertip. We 245

minimized the cost function C [23] to obtain the param- 246

eters for estimating the locations of the PIP and DIP 247

joints: 248

C =

N
∑

k=1

(

(DPIPk − DPIP)2 + (DDIPk − DDIP)2
)

. (2) 249

Parameters DPIP and DDIP denote the optimal depths 250

of PIP and DIP joints below the position of the surface 251

markers mPIP and mDIP, while DPIPk and DDIPk repre- 252

sent the distances from markers mPIP and mDIP to the 253

CoR of PIP and DIP joints, calculated for the kth frame. 254

N stands for the number of all frames. The cost func- 255

tion C was slightly modified. If there are many samples 256

recorded for a specific posture as compared with other 257

postures, perhaps because the motion was stopped for 258

a while in that posture, then the cost function is biased. 259

This effect can be reduced by using a weighted aver- 260

age, where weights wk are calculated from the relative 261

frequencies of angles (�k + �k). 262

Lmid and Ldist in Fig.3a denote the lengths of middle 263

and distal phalanges, and mMCP is the position of the 264

marker attached above the MCP joint. The minimum of 265

the cost function was obtained by the Newton gradient 266

method, subjected to linear constraints. The distances 267

Ldist, Lmid, DDIP, and DPIP were varied for each step 268

of the optimization. They were used to calculate the 269

position of PIP and DIP joints in the reference frame 270

as an intersection of two arcs with radii Ldist and DDIP 271

for DIP, and Lmid and DPIP for PIP joints, as shown in 272

Fig. 3a. For all other frames, the positions of the PIP 273

and DIP joints were transformed into standstill points 274

with respect to the coordinate frames attached to the 275

proximal (HPROX) and middle (HMID) phalanges. In 276

this way we were able to calculate DPIPk and DDIPk for 277

all other frames. The initial values of parameters Ldist 278

and Lmid were acquired from the positions of mark- 279
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Fig. 3 Assessment of centers of rotation of the PIP and DIP joints of fingers and the MCP and IP joints of the thumb [23] (a), MCP

joints of fingers [16] (b), and CMC joint of the thumb [6] (c)

ers, while DDIP and DPIP were obtained from measure-280

ments of finger thickness at the level of the PIP and DIP281

joints. The constraints guaranteed that the optimization282

routine would be able to cope with each posture.283

For the MCP joint, improved results can be obtained284

by using the marker mPIP, which is distant from the285

joint [16]. We modified the proposed method, as shown286

in Fig. 3b. The PIP joint was kept motionless (indi-287

cated by a dotted line). The orientation of the coordi-288

nate frame (Href ) was reconstructed for the reference289

frame from the positions of markers mMCP and mDIP290

attached to the observed finger, and from the marker291

attached to the MCP joint of the adjacent finger. Href292

was positioned to the location of mDIP. The CoR of293

MCP joint was found by minimizing the cost function294

defined as follows [16]:295

C =

N
∑

k=1

wk‖TkCMCP − CMCP‖. (3)296

Tk denotes a transformation matrix that moves the coor-297

dinate frame (Href ) from the initial (k = 1) to the kth298

(k = 2, . . . , N ) pose, while (CMCP) represents a point299

that is invariant to transformations (Tk) and can there-300

fore be taken for the CoR of the MCP joint. The CoR of301

MCP joints were expressed relative to the coordinate302

frame of the hand dorsum (Hd). The weights wk in the303

cost function were included for reasons similar to those304

for estimating the CoR of PIP and DIP joints. The wk305

were estimated from the relative frequencies of (Hk)306

rotation with respect to (Hd).307

The average CoR of the CMC joint was estimated308

by minimizing a cost function C that assumes that P309

markers attached to the carpal bone maintain a constant310

distance r p from the CoR of the CMC joint (vCoR)311

(Fig. 3c): 312

C =

P
∑

p=1

N
∑

k=1

(
√

m
p

k − vCoR − r p
)2

. (4) 313

The spherical fit should have minimal variation ǫ
p

k in 314

the separation length between the CoR of the CMC 315

joint and the pth marker position m
p

k at the kth frame, 316

for all k (k = 1, . . . , N ). 317

In Ref. [6] an optimal closed-form solution to this 318

problem is provided, where the constrained least-squares 319

solution is obtained by using a carefully chosen nor- 320

malization scheme. The method performs well even 321

for joints with small ranges of motion. 322

The parameters for the reconstruction of the CoR 323

of joints in the fingers (cMCP, Ldist, Lmid, DDIP, and 324

DPIP) were estimated from the signals recorded for f-e 325

of the MCP joints with extended PIP and DIP joints, 326

and f-e of PIP and DIP joints at fixed f-e in MCP joints. 327

The CMC joint was kept motionless when assessing 328

parameters for reconstructing the MCP and IP joints of 329

the thumb (Lprox, Ldist, DMCP, and DIP). The CoR 330

of the CMC joint was estimated from circumduction 331

of the thumb. 332

2.4 A method for assessing angles through inverse 333

kinematics 334

Joint angles in fingers were obtained by solving the 335

inverse-kinematics problem of a two-link manipulator 336

[18]. Angles related to the ab-ad and f-e angles in the 337

MCP and f-e angles in the PIP joints were obtained 338

from the known position of a marker attached above 339

the DIP joint. In human fingers, the movement of PIP 340
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Fig. 4 Inverse kinematics of the thumb. Angles θ4 and θ5 in the

MCP and IP joints are assessed by computing angles α, β, and γ

and DIP joints is not independent because the joints are341

coupled by ligaments, and so the estimate of f-e in the342

DIP joint can be obtained as follows:343

DIPf-e = c · PIPf-e (5)344

where DIPf-e and PIPf-e denote the angles of f-e in PIP345

and DIP joints. The simplification is valid for uncon-346

strained finger movement. The correlation coefficients347

c were estimated as 0.32, 0.36, 0.16, and 0.25 for index,348

middle, ring, and little finger, respectively [11].349

The kinematic structure of the thumb is more com-350

plicated than for fingers. The thumb is modeled as a351

serial manipulator with five DOF. In order to assess352

joint angles through inverse kinematics, the position353

and orientation of the fingertip are measured with the354

optical tracking system. The position p of the IP joint is355

calculated from the fingertip position q, its orientation,356

and the length of the distal phalange L15. Angles θ4 and357

θ5 in the MCP and IP joints are obtained by computing358

the angles α, β, and γ in the triangles depicted in Fig.359

4. The side lengths of triangles are denoted by P J13,360

P J14, L15, |p|, and |q|. The mechanism in Fig. 4 forms361

four different configurations:362

I. �4 > 0,�5 > 0; �5 = π − (α + β),363

II. �4 < 0,�5 < 0; �5 = (α + β) − π,364

III. �4 < 0,�5 > 0; �5 = π − (β − α),365

IV. �4 > 0,�5 < 0; �5 = (β − α) − π366

All except configuration III are natural for the thumb.367

Angles �1, �2, and �3 are calculated from the system368

of trigonometric equations:369

A(A4A5)
−1 = A1A2A3, (6)370

as follows:371

θ3 = arctan2

(

−az

−szc45 − nzs45

)

, (7)372

373

θ1 = arctan2

(

nyc45 − sys45

nx c45 − sx s45

)

, (8) 374

375

θ1 = arctan2

(

(−nzc45 + szs45)(−s3)

az

)

. (9) 376

Matrices A1, . . . , A5 denote transformations between 377

successive frames in the kinematic model of the thumb, 378

while matrix A denotes the pose of the tip of the thumb 379

(Fig. 1) with respect to the base frame. They are 380

defined by the D-H parameters stated in Table 1. Func- 381

tion arctan2 a/b is the four-quadrant arctan of elements 382

a and b, while s45, c45, and s3 denote sin(�4 + �5), 383

cos(�4 + �5), and sin �3, respectively. 384

2.5 Calibration of an instrumented glove 385

An optical goniometer built in the glove consists of an 386

infrared light-emitting diode that directs light into an 387

optical fiber (Fig. 5a). When the fiber is bent, a por- 388

tion of the light beam is refracted out of the fiber. The 389

reduced density of the light current is sensed by a pho- 390

totransistor. The offset of the collector–emitter voltage 391

is subtracted and the remainder amplified by an opera- 392

tional amplifier. The output voltage UAD is transformed 393

into a digital (raw) value. 394

One of the bend sensors was taken out of the glove 395

and attached to two stiff segments linked with a hinge 396

joint, in order to assess its input–output characteristics. 397

Reflective markers were attached to both segments to 398

measure the signals from the sensor and the correspond- 399

ing bend angle simultaneously. 400

Optical sensors have low sensitivity at small bend 401

angles. The sensitivity is increased with bend angle 402

until it is stabilized (Fig. 5b). When sensors are 403

already bent for extended fingers, the sensitivity does 404

not change throughout the observed range of motion. 405

An empirically chosen sum of two analytic functions 406

was used to transform the DataGlove’s raw response R 407

into angle ϕ: 408

ϕ = k1 + k2 R + k3 ln(R − k4). (10) 409

Quasi-linear and polynomial approximations were 410

also considered but did not perform well for extrap- 411

olation. During calibration, parameters k1, k2, k3, and 412

k4 were estimated. The calculation was performed by 413

least-squares error fit of the analytical function onto the 414

experimentally assessed curve. The instrumented glove 415
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Fig. 5 Technical implementation of an optical goniometer (a), and its sensitivity (b) recorded for the sensor mounted onto two stiff

segments linked with a hinge joint

measures only relative angles of ab-ad, and therefore416

the difference in ab-ad of index and middle fingers was417

used to calibrate the bend sensor between them.418

3 Results419

Four recordings of the simultaneous f-e of thumb and420

finger joints and four records of ab-ad of extended421

thumb and fingers were used to validate angles assessed422

through inverse kinematics and to assess the accuracy423

of the calibrated glove. The angles in finger and thumb424

joints were calculated using two different methods.425

Angles calculated from CoR were used as a reference426

in order to validate the accuracy of angles estimated427

through the method based on inverse kinematics. In428

the second part of our work we calibrated the glove429

with two different sets of angles. The first set was430

obtained by the reference method, and the second431

through inverse kinematics. Finally, joint angles mea-432

sured with the calibrated glove were compared with the433

angles calculated by the reference method, to assess the434

accuracy of the glove calibrated with one of the two sets435

of angles.436

The study was performed with a single subject. The437

trajectories of the CoR of joints were transformed to438

the coordinate frame attached to the hand dorsum. The439

lengths of finger and thumb segments were estimated440

as a byproduct of the CoR estimation. Their means and441

standard deviations are shown in columns I of Table 2.442

The lengths of segments estimated from the CoR of443

joints are compared with the lengths calculated from the444

positions of markers recorded for the extended fingers445

(columns II), and with the lengths estimated by apply-446

ing statistical anthropometry to the external dimensions447

of the hand (columns III). The results show that the448

Table 2 Lengths of finger segments, estimated from the CoR of

joints (I), from position of surface markers (II), and from statis-

tical anthropometry (III)

Thumb

L ± σ (mm) I II III

Lmetacarp 44.8 ± 1.1 40.9 ± 2.4 51.2

Lprox 35.0 ± 0.9 36.3 ± 3.5 40.0

Ldist 24.5 ± 1.1 23.4 ± 2.4 32.2

Index f.

Lprox 47.4 ± 0.7 41.3 ± 0.9 45.5

Lmid 25.4 ± 0.6 34.2 ± 0.4 26.0

Ldist 23.8 ± 0.1 20.1 ± 0.2 23.0

Middle f.

Lprox 50.0 ± 0.5 52.0 ± 0.9 42.0

Lmid 30.8 ± 0.9 31.3 ± 0.4 30.9

Ldist 24.6 ± 0.1 22.8 ± 0.4 25.9

lengths of finger segments estimated from the CoR of 449

joints do not differ noticeably from the lengths that 450

were obtained from statistical anthropometry and that 451

were used to build the kinematic model of fingers, 452

except for the proximal phalanx of the middle finger. 453

In contrast, the differences between the lengths in col- 454

umns II and III are evident. The differences between the 455

lengths of thumb segments estimated from the CoR of 456

joints and from statistical anthropometry are relatively 457

high and can for some segments reach 8 mm. The large 458

differences are most probably related to the methodol- 459

ogy used to determine anthropometric scaling factors 460

describing the lengths of thumb segments with respect 461

to the external dimensions of the hand. The anatomy of 462

the thumb was, namely, described in 2D, from X-ray 463

images [4]. 464
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Fig. 6 Ab-ad of MCP joint (a), f-e of MCP (b), PIP (c), and DIP (d) joints of the index finger, f-e of CMC (e), ab-ad of the CMC joint

(f) and f-e of the MCP (g) and IP (h) joints of the thumb estimated from the CoR of joints (black line) and through inverse kinematics

(gray line)

Table 3 Mean and standard deviation of the difference between the reference angles and angles estimated through inverse kinematics

for thumb and index and middle fingers

�ϕ ± σ(◦) Thumb �ϕ ± σ(◦) Index f. Middle f.

CMC f-e −6.6 ± 7.4 MCP ab-ad 3.4 ± 0.7 −0.8 ± 1.1

CMC ab-ad −12.4 ± 8.9 MCP f-e 2.4 ± 0.9 6.6 ± 0.9

MCP f-e −17.5 ± 1.3 PIP f-e 7.9 ± 4.7 3.9 ± 1.4

IP f-e 0.6 ± 4.0 DIP f-e 6.7 ± 4.4 7.9 ± 8.2

The angles in the joints of thumb and index finger,465

presented in Fig. 6, were assessed from the CoR of466

joints (black line, ϕref ) and through the inverse kine-467

matics (grey line, ϕinv). The mean difference between468

the angles estimated through inverse kinematics and the469

reference angles estimated from the CoR of joints, and470

the standard deviation of the difference, are presented471

in Table 3 for the thumb and index and middle fingers.472

The mean difference between ab-ad angles of fingers473

estimated with the reference method and through in-474

verse kinematics did not exceed 4◦ in any instance. The475

reference angle of f-e in the MCP joint and the same476

angle obtained through inverse kinematics were com-477

parable for the index finger, while for the middle finger478

the mean difference between these angles reached 6.6◦. 479

This deviation was caused by the length of the proximal 480

phalanx that was used to build the kinematic model of 481

the middle finger. The length of the proximal phalanx 482

of the middle finger (Table 2) obtained from statistical 483

anthropometry differs noticeably from the length 484

estimated from the CoR of joints. When the inverse- 485

kinematics equations were solved for the updated model, 486

based on the lengths of finger segments obtained from 487

the CoR of joints, the difference was reduced to less 488

than 3◦. 489

Angles in the DIP joints of the index and middle fin- 490

gers were estimated from the f-e angles of PIP joints by 491

applying Eq. 5. Joint angles in the PIP and DIP joints 492
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reconstructed through inverse kinematics are smaller493

than the reference angles for the index finger as well as494

for the middle finger. The difference originates from the495

position of the marker, which cannot be placed in the496

CoR of the DIP joint but has to go above this joint. As497

a consequence, the angles estimated for PIP joints are498

smaller. Angles in the DIP joints were not used to cali-499

brate the glove because the glove did not have bend sen-500

sors to measure flexion of the distal joints. They were501

estimated anyway, to demonstrate that angles in the DIP502

joints could indeed be estimated from the angles of PIP503

joints for unconstrained finger movement.504

When it was applied to the thumb, the inverse-kine-505

matics method did not give results that were as promis-506

ing as for fingers. The angles of f-e of the CMC and f-e507

of the IP joints were acquired with mean error −6.6◦
508

and 0.6◦, respectively. The mean difference between509

the reference angles and the angles calculated through510

inverse kinematics was larger than 17◦ and 12◦ for the511

f-e angle of the MCP joint and the ab-ad angle of512

the CMC joint. Standard deviations were notable for513

the CMC joint, in which they exceeded 7◦. The time514

courses of angles in the CMC joint in Fig. 6 (panels e,515

f) show that the error in the f-e angle assessed through516

inverse kinematics decreases with flexion, and the error517

in the ab-ad angle increases with the adduction of the518

thumb. This indicates that the CoR of the CMC joint519

and its axes of rotation were not chosen in an opti-520

mal manner when developing a kinematic model of the521

thumb. Such an optimal choice was in fact not even522

possible. The exact location of the center of rotation523

and the directions of axes of rotation of the CMC joint524

could not be estimated from anthropometric data of the525

hand that are obtained in 2D. However, the large mean526

error (and small standard deviation) estimated for the527

f-e angle of the MCP joint originates from the errone-528

ously calculated orientation of the distal phalange. The529

reflective marker was attached to the thumbnail, which530

is not parallel to the distal phalange. As a result, the531

position of the IP joint p was miscalculated from the532

fingertip position q and orientation (Fig. 4).533

The accuracy of the glove is presented in Figs. 7–9.534

In Fig. 7 the angles obtained with the reference method535

from the CoR of joints (ϕref calib), and in Fig. 8 the536

angles acquired with the inverse kinematics method537

(ϕinv calib), were used to calibrate the glove. The angles538

of relative ab-ad between the index and middle fingers539

and f-e in the MCP and PIP joints of the index finger are540

541

shown on the left panels a, b, and c, respectively. The 542

dashed lines represent the angles used to calibrate the 543

glove (ϕref calib or ϕinv calib). The full grey lines (ϕglove) 544

represent the analytic functions (10) obtained as a result 545

of calibration. They illustrate the uniform transforma- 546

tions of the glove’s raw responses into angles. The four 547

sets of reference angles (ϕref valid), which were used for 548

validation, are plotted as functions of raw responses of 549

the glove with full black lines. Errors in the right panels 550

represent the difference between angles estimated with 551

the reference method (ϕref valid) and angles assessed 552

with the calibrated glove (ϕglove). 553

The accuracy of the glove calibrated with the refer- 554

ence angles is limited to ±5◦ (Fig. 7), and it cannot be 555

significantly improved for the instrumented gloves that 556

include optical bend sensors having low sensitivity at 557

small bend angles. The results of the calibration with 558

the angles obtained by the inverse-kinematics method 559

are presented for the index finger in Fig. 8. The angles 560

of finger joints were calculated from the positions of 561

markers above the DIP joint. The best accuracy was 562

obtained for f-e of the MCP joint and is comparable to 563

the accuracy obtained when the angles estimated with 564

the reference method were used to calibrate the glove. 565

The mean errors of the f-e angle of the PIP joint as well 566

as of the relative ab-ad angle between the index and 567

middle fingers did not exceed 7◦. 568

The model-based method for assessing angles in 569

the joints of the thumb through inverse kinematics did 570

not provide any relevant advantage over the reference 571

method in terms of the number of markers. For this rea- 572

son, only the angles estimated by the reference method 573

were used to calibrate the glove. The accuracy of the 574

calibrated glove for the thumb is presented in Fig. 9. 575

The glove did not have a sensor to measure the f-e 576

of the MCP joint. The mean error between the refer- 577

ence angles and the angles obtained from the calibrated 578

glove for the thumb did not exceed 3◦. Moreover, the 579

difference rarely left the interval [−5◦, 5◦]. 580

Mean differences between the four sets of reference 581

angles, which were calculated from the CoR of joints, 582

and the angles acquired from the calibrated glove are 583

presented with accompanying standard deviations in 584

Table 4. Values in the second and third columns are 585

related to the calibration of the glove with the angles 586

obtained with the reference method. The results of the 587

calibration with the inverse-kinematics method are pre- 588

sented in the fourth and fifth columns, but only for the 589

590
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Fig. 7 Accuracy of the glove, calibrated with the reference method (ϕref calib): relative ab-ad between the index and middle fingers (a),

f-e of MCP (b) and PIP (c) joints of the index finger. Right panels: the difference between the reference angles (ϕref valid) and the angles

measured with the calibrated glove (ϕglove)

index and middle fingers. The glove measures only the591

relative angles of ab-ad between the index and middle592

fingers, and therefore only two values are stated.593

4 Summary and conclusions594

In this paper, a simple method for assessing angles in595

thumb and finger joints, which is appropriate for the cal-596

ibration of an instrumented glove, was proposed. The597

method is based on an optical tracking system and a598

kinematic model of the hand. It requires one marker per599

finger and three on the dorsal aspect of the hand to600

calculate the angles in finger joints. A further three601

markers are required to calculate angles in the thumb602

joints. The accuracy of the method and the calibrated603

glove were estimated by a reference method with mul-604

tiple markers in which joint angles are calculated from605

their CoR. The methods estimating the CoR [16,23] of606

MCP, PIP, DIP, and IP joints of thumb and fingers were607

also improved. A weighted average was introduced into608

the cost functions presented in Eqs. 2 and 3 that have 609

been proposed in the literature to assess parameters of 610

CoR of joints. This modification made them more ro- 611

bust for practical applications when speed of motion in 612

joints is varying with bend angle. 613

Five markers, required in order to estimate the 614

angles in the index- and middle-finger joints through 615

inverse kinematics, were attached to the capitate bone, 616

two above the MCP joints and two above the DIP joints. 617

Because PIP and DIP joints were kept still during f-e 618

of MCP joints, we were able to reconstruct the CoR of 619

MCP joints using the same set of five markers. In this 620

way, the exact positioning of the coordinate systems 621

attached to the finger bases were obtained. The marker 622

attached to the capitate bone was used to position the 623

hand model in 3D space. Exact positioning of the base 624

of each finger was essential for a reliable solution of 625

the inverse kinematics. 626

The thumb was modeled with a universal joint and 627

two hinge joints, and therefore three additional markers 628

were necessary to assess angles in the thumb through 629

inverse kinematics. The CoR of the CMC joint and its 630
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Fig. 8 Accuracy of the glove, calibrated with the inverse-kinematics method (ϕinv calib): relative ab-ad between index and middle fingers

(a), f-e of MCP (b) and PIP (c) joints of the index finger. Right panels: the difference between the reference angles (ϕref valid) and the

angles measured with the calibrated glove (ϕglove)

Table 4 Accuracy of the instrumented glove: mean and standard deviation of the difference between the reference angles and the angles

measured with the glove calibrated with the reference and inverse-kinematics method

Reference method Inverse-kinematics method

�ϕ ± σ(◦) Index f. Middle f. Index f. Middle f.

MCP ab-ad 1.5 ± 1.7 5.3 ± 2.2

MCP f-e −1.5 ± 1.5 −1.2 ± 1.6 −1.1 ± 1.6 4.5 ± 2.2

PIP f-e −0.6 ± 1.4 4.0 ± 3.56 6.1 ± 5.13 6.7 ± 6.3

Reference method

�ϕ ± σ(◦) Thumb

CMC f-e 0.8 ± 3.0

CMC ab-ad 2.4 ± 4.3

IP f-e −1.7 ± 2.3
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calibrated glove (ϕglove)

axes of rotation were not chosen in an optimal manner.631

In a similar way, the orientation of the distal phalange632

could not be calculated accurately from the position of633

markers attached above the IP joint and on the thumb-634

nail. Moreover, the lengths of some segments of thumb635

obtained from the CoR of joints and from the statistical636

anthropometry differed by almost 8 mm. These inac-637

curacies altogether resulted in large mean differences638

between the reference angles and the angles assessed639

through inverse kinematics, particularly for ab-ad of the640

CMC (12.4◦) and f-e of the MCP (17.5◦) joint. The ref-641

erence method used four markers to assess the angles642

in the thumb, but required only one more marker than643

the inverse-kinematics method in order to assess angles644

in thumb joints with notably better accuracy. However,645

a set of predefined movements have to be recorded in646

advance to determine the parameters that are required647

to reconstruct the CoR of joints from the position of648

markers attached to the thumb. Despite that, we con-649

sidered the reference method as more appropriate for650

calibrating the glove for the thumb.651

The reference angles and the angles obtained by the 652

proposed model-based method were used to study the 653

accuracy of the instrumented glove for fingers, while 654

in the case of the thumb only the reference angles were 655

used to calibrate the glove. The best accuracy that can 656

be expected from the glove, when all systematic errors 657

are reduced to a minimum, is limited by the physical 658

properties of its bend sensors. Validation of the angles 659

obtained with the calibrated glove against the reference 660

method showed that the gloves implemented with opti- 661

cal goniometers cannot measure joint angles with an 662

accuracy better than ±5◦. The overall accuracy could 663

probably not be significantly improved by choosing a 664

different type of bend-angle sensing (resistive or induc- 665

tive). 666

The method for assessing joint angles through in- 667

verse kinematics was used only to calibrate the optical 668

goniometers that measured the angles in finger joints. 669

A systematic error that can be attributed to the inverse- 670

kinematics method worsened the accuracy of the glove. 671

It reached ±5.3◦ in the case of MCP joints. Larger 672

673
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systematic errors were estimated for f-e of PIP joints674

and relative ab-ad between the index and middle fin-675

gers, but they did not exceed 7◦ in any instance. One676

can argue that angles in finger joints need not to be677

measured accurately because in telemanipulation sys-678

tems large kinematic errors can be compensated for by679

visual feedback. However, when the glove is used for680

precise rendering of hand gestures or when studying681

the control of the human hand, accurate assessment of682

angles in finger joints is vital. The calibrated glove will683

be employed in future work to evaluate the quality of684

grasp of both healthy and impaired subjects performing685

dexterous manipulation of an object.686
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